Thursday, October 26, 2017 ~ 5 to 9 p.m.
Kenrick-Glennon Seminary Auditorium, St Louis Missouri

The Shroud of Turin: “An Icon of Love”
An Evening with…
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Institute For Theological
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and Technology
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The Shroud Of Turin Schedule

Book Display, Shroud Display
Reception/Hors d’Oeuvres
Welcome – Fr. Nicholas Smith, Director, Office of Worship
Introductions – Dr. Tom Sheahen, Director, ITEST
Mark Antonacci
Fr. John Nickolai
10 Minute break—Attendees submit written questions
Mark Antonacci Proposed Experimental Testing
Panel Discussion/Q&A: Antonacci, Lind, Nickolai, Rucker
Wrap Up
Adjourn

The Shroud of Turin is a cloth revered by Christians for centuries.
Is it really the burial cloth of Jesus?
Pope Francis has termed it “An Icon of Love”– an object of reverence and respect but not officially
a relic. Previous popes also have spoken favorably of this “icon,” but all have stopped short of
calling it “authentic.” This evening we don’t expect to resolve any scientific questions, rather, we
will endeavor to inform attendees about the significance of the Shroud of Turin in today’s world.
The ultimate significance of the Shroud is not so much in its scientific details,
but in the story it tells and the reaction it evokes in those who view it.

You may ask, ”Why Should I Attend?”
Was the Carbon 14 Dating of 1988 Valid or Not?
Is there anything new to say about the Shroud?

Mark Antonacci obtained a
Bachelor of Arts degree from
Western Illinois University in
1971 with a major in political
science and a minor in history.
He graduated with distinction
from John Marshall Law School in Chicago in 1977
and practices Law in Missouri and Illinois. Antonacci is
an author who has studied all aspects of the Shroud of
Turin for over 35 years. He wrote The Resurrection of the
Shroud (New York: M. Evans and Co., 2000), the most
comprehensive book written on the Shroud until his
landmark book, Test the Shroud released in 2016.

Father John Nickolai currently
serves as Associate Pastor at
St. Joseph parish in Imperial
Missouri, Before entering the
seminary and receiving Holy
Orders, he studied the fine arts as
an undergraduate receiving a BFA from Washington
University in 1999. His master’s thesis at KenrickGlennon Seminary was Why This Face? The Shroud
of Turin and Icons of Christ.

“The Shroud is also an image of God’s
love as well as of human sin.”
- Pope, St. John Paul II

Test the Shroud at the Atomic and Molecular Levels

Why This Face?

The Shroud of Turin seems to be the burial cloth of Jesus,
but the radioactive-carbon dating done in 1988 indicated
it had a medieval origin. Extraneous factors may have
thrown off the date. The uncertainty caused by that one test
result has surrounded the Shroud’s authenticity ever since.
By 2017, there are new scientific testing instruments and
methods that would yield an independent measurement
of the age of the shroud. Mark Antonacci is author of
“Test The Shroud,” which urges that these modern new
tests be conducted. Antonacci will present his case at this
conference.

Sacred Scripture is silent about the physical appearance
of Jesus Christ. The written works of sacred Tradition
are similarly reticent about what Jesus looked like. Yet
depictions of the Savior have come to have a standard
“look,” a collection of features that is widely recognized as
looking “like Jesus.”
There are hints of such an object— in the form of an image
of Christ somehow recognized as definitive—an image
“not made by human hands” well before the Shroud’s
appearance in 14th-century France.
The Shroud of Turin’s possible connection to old and
venerated works of art suggests a way forward for art
today. It speaks to us of the history of Christianity with
implications for the lives of Christians today.

“This image… speaks to our heart
and moves us to climb the
hill of Calvary….”
- Pope Francis

Arthur C. Lind, physicist, is one
of the world’s leading scientists
on the Shroud of Turin. His most
significant work underscores
the connection between nuclear
science and the Shroud of Turin.
Holding a variety of positions as a senior scientist,
manager and research director at McDonnell Douglas
Aerospace and the Boeing Company, he worked on
many of the nation’s top-secret defense programs.
As long time research director for Test the Shroud
Foundation, he has concentrated on the radiocarbon
dating of the Shroud and the cause of its images.

Robert A. Rucker holds BS and
MS degrees in nuclear engineering.
He worked at General Atomics in
San Diego for many years doing
core nuclear design on advanced
nuclear reactors. His study of the
Shroud of Turin includes application of nuclear analysis
computer calculations to solve the carbon dating
problem for the Shroud. He reported his results at the
Shroud Conference in St Louis in 2014.

“The Shroud is an icon written in blood”
- Pope Benedict XVI
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